Steps to Challenging Islamophobia

When you encounter Islamophobia in your community or workplace, report it and take action yourself. This 3-step process is designed to help you effectively challenge Islamophobia.

1. Document
   - Note the date and time, channel or program, and what you heard or saw.
   - Submit an opinion piece to a newspaper or another publication about an issue of local importance.
   - Contact CAIR to obtain copies of the offending material and address the incident.

2. Act
   - Contact the editor or manager of the publication to express your concern and request that the publication remove the offending material.
   - Contact the station manager to ask that the station no longer use the_modify the program.
   - Contact the program director to express your concern and request that the station edit the program.

3. Follow up
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The Internet

Public Figures

1. Gauge the influence of the source. Many websites and social media sites are created primarily to get the public controversy would bring them publicity, rather than to inform. In many such cases, you can ID the author(s) and company/school/organization.F

2. If the Islamophobic content comes from an individual:
   a. Save the URL (Internet address) and note your name.
   b. Take a screen shot/print screen image of the content.
   c. If allowed by law, record events such as town hall meetings or other public gatherings

3. Report Islamophobic incidents or comments to local law enforcement.
4. Organize a local letter-writing or call-in event to get the publicity a controversy would bring

   - Use your talent to

   - Include your address so they can verify that

   - Make sure you attend.

   - Let the Muslim community know you are here.

   - Let the author and source as possible.

   - Note the Internet service provider or website

   - Include the source, date and any other pertinent

   - Include any letter you want to discuss at the meeting; names

   - Send a Written Request for a Meeting

   - Have a letter from the council on American-Islamic

   - Call the day before your appointment to

   - Send the request to the congressional

   - Write them
c

   - Write them
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